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A: I found the new game was pirated from an exe i cracked with
medoro's tool and copied onto an sd card, i then installed it
from the sd card, copied the cracked exe back onto the usb to
get it onto my computer again and typed in a little.exe
downloader. it was working perfectly. i hope it helps someone.
Q: jQuery Draggable from outside of window? I have a problem
with jQuery Draggable. I have a box in my page (50%
transparent). By clicking on a button, the box will disappear and
a "draggable" appears over the button. Is there any way to set
jQuery Draggable so that he will start to move from the
beginning position of the box? I guess that's because my box is
not in the same "window" as my button. A: The draggable
context is the container that you move the elements out of. To
force the dragging from the beginning, place a container in the
parent of the container that you want to drag, then start
dragging that instead. Since you have a transparent container,
it would be as simple as this: $('#parent').draggable({ axis: 'y',
containment: '#child' }); Q: Rails - How to query for a "where"
clause which is not a field I have a table with a boolean value
"ruled" as well as the value for multiple fields. How would I get
all records where at least one of the fields is not ruled? I'm used
to python and I find it odd that you can't. Maybe I'm wrong, but

https://cinurl.com/2sCvgx


searching through the docs didn't provide what I wanted. Edit:
For clarity the table is: city (name) street (name) permission (0
if No permission, 1 if Permitted) ruled (boolean) The "rules" are
determined by the highest permission number for each city. For
example, to get all cities where one of the permissions is
Permitted, I was trying to do something like this:
City.where("(select count(*) from permission_rules where
city_id =? and permission not in (select permission from
permission_rules where city_id =? and permission not in (select
permission from permission_rules where city_id =? and
permission
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